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Lexatetrahedra joins Lexiblox in 3D word game lineup from Adducive
Published on 05/10/19
Arizona-based Adducive today announces Lexatetrahedra: 3D Word Game for iOS. It is a free
iPhone app built on the unique puzzle concept introduced in February with Lexiblox.
Lexatetrahedra features 30 levels and a Word of the Day puzzle presented with a 1980s
look. players rotate three-dimensional shapes in a quest to spell the only word possible
from the letters on the faces. There are no repeated words in the levels, and few words
appear in both games.
Chandler, Arizona - Adducive today announces the release of Lexatetrahedra: 3D Word Game.
It is a free iPhone app built on the unique puzzle concept introduced in February with
Lexiblox. Lexatetrahedra features 30 levels and a Word of the Day puzzle.
In both games, players rotate three-dimensional shapes in a quest to spell the only word
possible from the letters on the faces. As a result, players concentrate on just one word
at a time and the games draw upon a unique vocabulary, and not the words typically found
in other word games. The games are compelling because there are no repeated words in the
levels, and few words appear in both games. One notable exception is that "nifty" appears
in both games' puzzles and screenshots.
"I wanted more people to enjoy this new kind of word puzzle I created," said Brian Krause,
the creator of both games. Lexatetrahedra is free to download, and the puzzles are less
complex. Krause explained, "Lexatetrahedra uses tetrahedra instead of cubes and so there
are only three possibilities for each letter instead of four. Lexiblox has multiple sets
of letter blocks for players to puzzle over, but Lexatetrahedra uses just one set of
tetrahedra for all its levels." The Word of the Day feature uses its own set of tetrahedra
that remains constant from day to day.
Lexatetrahedra is colorful, inspired by the graphics of the 1980s. The 30 levels and Word
of the Day give players hundreds of puzzles to solve.
This style of puzzle where there is only one word to find has been well-received. In the
week it was launched, Lexiblox was named a game or app of the week by three different
websites. AppAdvice called it "a challenging puzzler" and "definitely a test of brain
power."
"Now there is a gentle, free introduction to this new kind of word puzzle in
Lexatetrahedra, and a more challenging, premium game in Lexiblox. Since the puzzles use
totally different letter combinations, it's fun to play them both," said Krause.
Lexatetrahedra version 1.0 runs on iPhone and iPod touch devices with iOS 11.0 or later.
It is free, supported by ads. Lexiblox version 1.02 supports iPads as well as iPhone and
iPod touch devices with iOS 11.0 or later. It is ad-free and priced at $1.99 (USD).
Adducive:
http://www.adducive.com
Lexatetrahedra: 3D Word Game:
http://www.adducive.com/lexatetrahedra/
Download Lexatetrahedra: 3D Word Game from the App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1456431705
Lexiblox: 3D Word Game:
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http://www.lexiblox.com
Download Lexiblox: 3D Word Game from the App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1412262458
Media Assets:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HE2wKuaeh6W2QfgG6qJz8FVGc-Mzw-6a

Adducive was founded in 1997 as a publishing and software design firm specializing in
mobile technology and user interface design. Its owner, Brian Krause, has decades of
experience in all phases of software development and has worked with start-ups, major
technology firms and non-profit organizations in Silicon Valley and worldwide. He has been
developing for iOS since 2008. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2019 Adducive. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
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